Ceiling: Enhance White Wash

“ENHANCE IS OUR FIRST CHOICE IN EVERY HOME WE BUILD.”
Zach Hewson, Steeplechase Builders

Enhance by Durgin and Crowell is our line
of pre-finished, UV cured Eastern White Pine
paneling. This product makes the warmth
of wood easy, safe, practical and affordable.
Because Enhance comes into a room ready to go,
it reduces installation time by days. That means
you can enjoy the end-product sooner, there’s
less mess, and volatile organize compounds
from toxic chemicals never enter the home.
The beauty and durability of Enhance paneling
comes from using our Eastern White Pine and
our pulsating UV curing process Asure™. This
results in a superior quality of product that
looks beautiful, saves time on the job site and is
more durable than any chemical or water-born
finish applied on the job site.

Kitchen cabinets:
Natural Enhance

“THE QUALITY OF ENHANCE BY DURGIN
AND CROWELL SHOWS FROM BEGINNING
TO END. IT’S A PREMIUM PRODUCT THAT
GOES UP EASY AND LOOKS FANTASTIC.
ENHANCE IS OUR FIRST CHOICE IN EVERY
HOME WE BUILD.”
-Zach Hewson, Steeplechase Builders

MOVING WOOD
TECHNOLOGY
FORWARD
More than thirty years of selecting, milling and delivering the highest
quality Eastern White Pine wood products has given Durgin & Crowell
an admirable past. But our eye is firmly on the future. Our state-ofthe-art equipment, a thoroughly trained and motivated workforce and
in-line quality, measurement and moisture controls are the standard of
the industry. With Durgin & Crowell you know you’re getting the most
consistent quality wood.

SETTING THE
STANDARD
While torn grain around the knots and varying moisture content have long
been problems with Eastern White Pine, Durgin & Crowell’s uniquely
developed methods of processing lumber yields consistently high quality.
It starts with our Stellite tipped saw blades. Each is carefully faced and
side shaped by computer-controlled grinders to eliminate tearing. All the
green lumber is sorted by grade and width then specially dried in smaller
dry kilns. Final moisture content is checked with four in-line detectors at
the planer mill before dressing. The result is a more consistent moisture
level without torn grain for better machining as well as higher quality
installation because the material is more stable.

ENHANCE PANELING ENSURES:

QUALITY

VOC-FREE SAFETY DURABILITY
Instant curing using a 100% solid coating free

Enhance products are pre-coated and cured

Pine and then finishing it in a tightly controlled,

of VOC’s insures that dangerous volatile organic

by the polymerization that occurs by UV light,

dust-free environment makes for the highest

compounds (VOC’s) are never brought into the

making for a hard, more durable and more scuff

quality product available.

house or introduced to the atmosphere.

resistant coating than can be achieved by

Starting with the highest quality Eastern White

on-site finishing.

Ceiling: Natural Enhance

ENHANCE COLOR OPTIONS:

NATURAL

WHITE WASH

ALMOND

Eastern White Pine while ensuring that its

hint of grain that white washing achieves. This

Eastern White Pine rich hues and a soft patina

beauty will last for generations.

color is ideal for kitchens, baths and modern

that’s perfect for a great room, living room or

style where pickled wood is appropriate.

bedroom.

Reveals the grain and beauty of natural

*Home built by Steeplechase Builders

Designed to embrace the clean bright look and

Offering warm, intimate tones to give the

When it comes to wood, the better the coating, the better
the project looks. Wood paneling from Durgin & Crowell is
finished at the factory using a UV cured coating that contains
monomers and oligomers that react together under UV energy
to cure rapidly. UV produces extremely fast cure because
there are no solvents to evaporate and no harmful VOCs in
the coating.

STEP 1:
SANDING.

OUR
PROCESS
AND WHY
IT SETS THE
STANDARD
IN THE
INDUSTRY.

Sanding is a crucial, crucial part of coating adhesion. At Durgin and
Crowell, we installed a profile sander with 8 heads. This means, that
by the time the second coat is applied to our Eastern White Pine, it
will have been sanded with 22 heads with 4 different grits.

Yes, that is right, 22 heads,
4 different grits, with a profile
sander.

Bunk rooms:
Natural Enhance

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

HIGH SPEED AIR KNIFE.

VACUUM COATING & CURING

After sanding, the board is cleaned by a high- speed air knife.

Our coating is applied through a temperature controlled vacuum

Each sanding head has its own blower. There are 8 blowers that

coater. This state-of-the-art machine applies a uniform thickness,

will remove all the dust to ensure a clean surface for coating.

100% solid coating to all four sides. Coating is immediately cured
by ultra-violet (UV).

8 blowers removing all dust.

This pre-finished product
is now ready to go into any
home. Toxic chemicals never
enter the home.
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Since day one, the main goal of Durgin and Crowell has been to invest

6 employees to close to 100, but it has earned Durgin and Crowell a

in great people, equipment and technology. This has paid off. Not only

reputation of being one of the top Eastern White Pine lumber producers in

has that innovative vision helped the company to grow in size from

the Northeast. Our team is experienced, knowledgeable and hard working.

facebook.com/durginandcrowell
@durginandcrowell

For more information and to view a gallery of Enhance projects, please visit:
www.durginandcrowell.com/enhance

#enhancebydurginandcrowell
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